the first instances of industrial espionage was the French attempt to recruit Venetian workers in the 1660s to bolster the nascent Royal Company of Glass and Mirrors. In turn, the French later protected the secret of their revolutionary casting process jealously. 3 In the nineteenth century, French and Belgian artisans maintained a hegemony in the British factories by concealing the secrets of their trade from their coworkers, and indeed, from the authors of the visit narratives. These antithetical qualities of glass inform the antithetical nature of glass factory tourist narratives, which, like their subject, also exceed disciplinary boundaries. Glass factory tourist narratives cannot be read solely in the context of art history, nor as literary exercises, nor as journalism, but this should not be regarded as a problem. Reading these excessive narratives opens up new aspects on the history of an enigmatic substance, the history of work, and the way in which nineteenth-century observers literally looked at glass and work.
Delegates at Birkbeck's conference on The Verbal and the Visual in Nineteenth-
Century Culture had the opportunity to study a selection of glass factory tourist narratives at a workshop on 'Working with Glass' led by Isobel Armstrong. The articles were made available online in the weeks prior to the conference. They included pieces from Household Words, the Illustrated Exhibitor and Magazine of Art, and the Leisure Hour. All were published between 1851 and 1853, in the immediate aftermath of the Great Exhibition. The workshop focused on the relationship between the verbal and the visual in these texts, but was also interested in what proved to be the related problem of the internal contradictions in the narratives. Tension arises from the irreconcilable projects of the glass factory tourist narrative -the need to describe accurately versus the requirement to celebrate glass and glass manufacture. The narrative has to represent the body of the worker, given that the worker is central to glass manufacture, but as the reality of the worker's experience complicates the celebration of industry and invention, the suffering body is only partially visible in the narrative and the ecological impact of industrialisation is naturalised. Glass factory tourist narratives are, as Armstrong pointed out, exercises in the 'art of describing', yet they regularly turn away from or appear unable to look at that which is most apparent. 4 The workshop was therefore as interested in visual disturbances and disruptions of visual description as it was with instances of ekphrasis.
The idea of ekphrasis was itself complicated by glass's evasion of categorisation. When the narrator of a glass factory tourist account describes a process, a worker's body, a globule of molten glass, and a finished commodity with the same intensity and using the same mode of description, which is the work of art? What is ekphrasis, when a worker and an artefact are appraised with the same aestheticizing
gaze, and what is the significance of the disruption of ekphrasis at critical junctures in the narrative? Is the uneven deployment of ekphrasis related to the enigmatic quality of glass, as a substance whose method of production is both universally known (evidenced by the narratives' rehearsal of Pliny and Samuel Johnson's anecdotes of the discovery of glass-making), and shrouded in secrecy (evidenced in the omission of significant aspects of glass manufacture from the narratives)? Glass is a sense-enhancing medium;
it supplements vision by making interiors lighter and magnifying that which is minute or distant, yet it defies description in glass factory tourist narratives. This serves to make glass, in its textual incarnation, strangely invisible, despite being the object of scrutiny. How can today's readers of Victorian glass factory tourist narratives approach accounts which occlude and efface as much as they reveal?
In It is interesting to think about the tensions in glass factory tourist narratives as products of these two variant projects -the drive to document, which requires visual and verbal accuracy, versus the drive to craft an industrial myth, which requires exaggeration, the imposition or creation of a mythic morphology, and frequently turning a blind eye to the abject and objectionable consequences of the industrial process. The narrative is pulled in two directions, towards vision and ekphrasis, and towards imagination and myth-making. The workshop noted this tension in the discrepancy between the narratives' fascination with the minutiae of the manufacturing process, which results in a dizzying compilation of facts and statistics, and the effacement of the troubling human presence, the body of the worker. The narratives strive to recreate an extraordinary sensory experience for the reader, but cannot describe the worker with equivalent clarity, for to do so would necessitate the asking of awkward, unspeakable questions regarding the worker's experience. In the context of the workshop, such turnings away and transformations were discussed as refusals to look, the disruption of sight, and the interruption of ekphrasis.
The continual interruption of ekphrasis is indicative of the unwritten narratives that the myth-making tourists could not, or would not, produce. These refusals and interruptions of sight and narration gesture towards stories of sight-seeing that were never told. Armstrong provides a useful summary in her chapter of what glass factory tourist narratives were not concerned with:
Katherine Inglis, Working With Glass: Strategies of representation in mid-nineteenth century glass
Factory size (the relation of the large factory to the small enterprise), the vertical hierarchical organisation of the factory or otherwise, and power structures within it, the division of labour and its relation to machinery, the place of the artisan in an 'aristocracy' of skilled labour, and the definition of skilled and unskilled, the existence of a 'deference' culture that created consensus rather than conflict, factory legislation, the politics and economics of wage structures, trade unionism, strikes, these questions do not have a place in factory narratives. There is little to affirm or deconstruct contemporary twentieth-and twenty-first century positions on these issues.
This suggests that glass factory tourist narratives were effectively blind to any aspect of glass manufacture that was not immediately apparent to the gaze of the tourist. Glass factory tourist narratives were principally concerned with visual spectacle -with sensation, performance, and observing an environment and a process. This focus on surfaces and spectacle renders them (superficially) of little use to the modern historian interested in 'empirical and theoretical issues'. Understandably, delegates were interested in these unwritten narratives -the social and economic issues that the glass factory narratives did not address, such as the labour hierarchy, the relationship between the factory owners and the workers, the hegemony of French and Belgian workers in the Chance factory, and so on -but the myths of glasswork continually frustrate inquiry into such unspectacular aspects of work. Today's historians and critics must look elsewhere to understand the context of these narratives. It is more productive to accept their imaginative component and read them eccentrically, as Armstrong does, using structuralist tools, reading these narratives as fact-filled myths or industrial fairytales rather than purely realistic texts.
Glass factory tourist narratives have a distinct morphology. Armstrong identifies eight phases, which lead up to and away from the central moment of the narrative, the 'crisis' at the furnace:
These eight phases were: induction, the entry into unfamiliar industrial territory by the stranger narrator; the journey through factory space and the unfolding discovery of technological process; a short history of glass (three reports quote Johnson on glass) and its modern day constituents; the journey into darkness and the central drama or crisis of the furnace heat -this was the climax of the narrative, and figured as a passion, as I have observedthe infernal choreography of workers round the furnace; the magical skill of Katherine Inglis, Working With Glass: Strategies of representation in mid-nineteenth century glass the glassworker; the emergence of a final glass artifact as commodity; the movement of safe return to familiar territory.
These phases recall the medieval quester's ordeal in the wasteland, or the classical hero's voyage into and out of the underworld. The eight phases construct a mythic structure, a journalistic account mapped onto the terrible journey, ordeal, and triumphant emergence of the 'stranger narrator' from the industrial wasteland. The crisis at the furnace is the point at which visual experience is most intense and where the reader would expect the most vivid description of the factory, yet it is at the furnace that narration fails and the most dramatic disruption of ekphrasis occurs. The furnace is the heart of the factory and the heart of the narrative, and as such demands to be described, but its physical impact on the suffering bodies of the workers and the narrator is too terrible to be accommodated within a triumphant myth of glasswork. The In this space of impossible, indescribable vision, the body of the worker disappears from view. Armstrong juxtaposes three extracts in which narrators seem to sympathise and to be about to describe the suffering body of the worker, but stop short.
This is a sight that cannot, or must not, be described. It remains abstract.
The temperature to which the men are exposed in this operation (which sometimes takes several hours) may be imperfectly imagined when we remember that the other pots in the furnace may at that time be at a perfectly white heat. (Penny Magazine, 84) They [...] are exposed for a considerable time to the whole force of the furnace heat, and it is frightful to witness the sufferings of the workmen exposed to the radiation of the flames. (Exhibitor, 55)
We find ourselves on a sort of platform, in front of six furnace mouths, which disclose such a fire within as throws us into a secret despair, despair for ourselves, lest we should lose our senses, and for the men, because it seems impossible to live through the day in such a heat. There is a profusion of description in the latter phases of the narratives, where glass commodities are sent out into the world and the narrator returns 'from the shades'.
The accounts conclude with displays of artefacts and catalogues of glass commodities in which 'the scintillating glamour of cut, engraved, painted, smoothed and polished objects, glistening and brilliant, supersedes all other description'. The workshop was particularly interested in the conclusion of Martineau's account, in which two crystal glass candelabra were dispatched from Birmingham 'to the tomb of the Prophet, at Medina; where, as his Highness's Secretary observes, they will be the admiration of hundreds of thousands of pilgrim worshippers'. 15 Martineau's secular pilgrimage to a temple of manufacture ends with the reproduction and proliferation of her admiring gaze 'among the remotest regions, and the strangest races and faiths on earth'. 16 The reader is free to conjecture whether the admiring pilgrims have come to witness the tomb or the candelabra that light it. Armstrong observes of Martineau's anecdote that 'the journey home is the journey of exported commodities and their symbolic meanings, including the force of empire'. The end of the narrator's journey is only the beginning of the glass commodity's journey.
The workshop discussion focused on the tensions and absences in the texts, particularly those that were derived from the troubling human presence. Given that the texts were supposed to function as journalism, to convey information to their audiences, the workshop's interest in visual disruption might seem to run counter to the texts' purpose. However, as Armstrong makes clear in the last section of her chapter, these are not 'naïve writings'. Their 'occlusions, evasions and aporias' are not left as they stand.
The texts' structure and internal tensions 'actively produce' the sorts of questions that were discussed in the workshop. Certainly the workshop was not over-directed. The issues discussed arose organically out of the material, and the discussion was fluid, driven by the group's response to that material: there was plenty of debate and space for the presentation of opposing models of response. It cannot be said that a consensus was reached, rather that more questions opened up (regarding the gendered representation of work, the significance of glass in the project of empire, the function of the illustrations).
Perhaps the imposition of a consensus would have been the true act of reading counter to the texts, given that, as Armstrong concludes, 'the subtext is that glass, mediated through work, but also a mediating substance in itself, responds to readings that accept its antithetical nature and the double nature of work'.
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